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opening of the new century that the accelerating programmes
of German naval construction made our statesmen ask: " At
whom but Britain can all this be aimed ? " Indeed, Tirpitz, the
German Minister of Marine, openly said that " Germany must
have a battle-fleet so strong that even the greatest of sea-powers
will not risk a war with it." He and his master did not realise
that Britain could and would build two ships to their one
rather than endanger the sea-supremacy on which the daily
bread of her people depended. They treated all suggestions of
a truce in the competition as a tricky attempt to keep Germany
in a permanent state of inferiority.
" Peace and Retrenchment" were the watchwords of the
Liberal Party which came into office in Britain in 1906, but it
found itself unable to resist the current of events. Not only did
it rebuild the battle-fleet with Dreadnoughts and Super-
Dreadnoughts under the guidance of Lord Fisher, but Haldane
as Secretary of War reorganised the army to enable it to form
an expeditionary force on the Continent, and French and British
officers held annual " conversations" to discuss plans of
campaign. Yet all these preparations were kept as far as
possible out of sight, so that nothing should arouse a war-spirit
in the nation ; for the Government hoped against hope that the
tension would relax before it reached breaking-point,
But Germany screwed it up another notch in 1911 by suddenly
sending a gunboat, the Panther^ to the Moroccan port of
Agadir. The ostensible reason of this " Paniherspnwg " was to
protect German commercial interests in the neighbourhood,
but these interests were not visible to the naked eye. The fact
was that the German Government hoped to make disorders
among the lawless tribes of the interior an excuse to force
France to surrender the mandate she had received at Algeciras
(§ 175). This unprovoked shaking of " the mailed fist" (to
use one of the Kaiser's own picturesque expressions) aroused
great resentment in Paris and London. For some months
Europe held its breath, watching what the outcome would be.
The German Government was disconcerted to find that the

